
California based Bioness initiates pivotal clinical trial for Stimrouter, 

technology that is already in use to treat chronic and intractable pain 

amid patient pool. Company is exploring device usability in treatment of 

over reactive bladders as a part of its Cannadian pilot study. End applica-

tion flagged to over reactive bladders is explored primarily because of 

patient head count that exists for therapeutic category. There are close to 

35 million patients who suffer with bladder related issues, of which 

only10 million avail treatments. The process costs US healthcare system 

close to USD 66 billion each year, and hence to address the facts and 

figures mentioned before, Bioness is exploring multiple avenues associ-

ated with its neuro stimulation platforms. 
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Intravascular robotics provider, Hansen Medical lands an exclusive dis-

tribution deal with China National Medical Device Co Ltd, subsidiary of 

China National Scientific Instruments and Materials Corp. As a part of the 

deal CMIC will leverage its China presence to sell Magellan robotic sys-

tem, device providing robotic solutions for endovascular procedures. 

CSMIC employees 1900 people, cover more than 20 provinces while 

generating revenue of USD 1.3 billion in year 2013. All these stats high-

light strength and capabilities of CMIC in China region .Other clauses of 

the partnership deal include CMIC’s onus of domestic regulatory filings 

and initial purchase commitment for the product type.  

Hansen Medical inks a distribution deal with CMIC 
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Maker of devices used to treat over 

reactive bladder, Uroplasty, and 

endoscope manufacturer, Vision 

science received shareholders 

blessings for their long awaited 

merger. Uroplasty is well known 

for its innovative device: Urgent PC, 

while Vison’s endosheath provides 

cost effective endoscopy solution to 

physicians. Post merger company 

will operate with new name of 

Cogentix medical and trade under 

symbol CGNT on NASDAQ.  
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